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Abstract—Point of Care (PoC) testing (diagnosis) is a method for bringing medical laboratories to a patient’s home to conduct diagnostic tests so 

that the patient does not need to go to the doctor or laboratory in person. PoC testing reduces the burden on expensive laboratory setups and 

provides management of patient care in cost effective manner. The design and development of the PoC device and the associated infrastructure 

must be done with extreme rigor, as the PoC system meets the definition of a mission critical or safety critical system. Requirements creation and 

management are the key processes for ensuring that a highly reliable and low defect PoC system is developed since accurate PoC testing-based 

diagnosis is an essential process improvement for remote patient care management. It is important that the requirements be specified accurately, 

completely and without any ambiguity so that the PoC device can be designed and developed with minimal errors. This provides physicians a 

vehicle to diagnose patients with drastically increased reliability. This paper explains how Use Case Maps (UCM), a modeling technique, can help 

to sufficiently model requirement specifications for a PoC system development. It illustrates PoC functional requirements and security 

requirements in terms of the UCM representation.   

 

Index Terms—Point of Care, Use Case Map, Requirements, Mission Critical Systems, Medical Devices.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The requirement format followed in this paper is as follows: 

FR_<sub-system name>_< a three digit numerical value>. 

Only the high-level requirements are discussed in this paper. 

Some of the key requirements are represented with UCM 

notation [1] [2].  The requirements were created using the 

EARS (Easy Approach to Requirement Syntax) [3] syntax. 

EARS contains known patterns for particular types of 

functional requirements. Table 1 shows the patterns used in 

constructing the requirements.  

 

 

II. POC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The PoC system is being developed at the Brunel DOC 

LAB [4]. It consists of modular subsystems as described in 

reference [5]. The primary  building blocks of the system are as 

follows: 

 P-Node:  the PoC device in the patient’s home 

 G-Node:  the gateway device in the patient’s home 

 P-Cloud:  the private cloud over which patient data 

is transmitted and can be accessed by physicians 

 

These building blocks are shown in Figure 1.   

 

III. P-NODE REQUIREMENTS 

The P-Node is the representation of the PoC testing device. The 

G-Node represents the gateway entity, which can be a 

smartphone or a laptop with internet access. Patient interacts 

with the P-Node for diagnostic testing via the G-Node.  These 

devices are used to send measurement data to database server, 

as well as control the P-Node. The P-cloud represents the 

secure private data cloud [5].  

 

A. Requirements for P-Node operation 

 

FR_PNODE_001:  

The P-Node shall have two modes of operation: user control 

mode and reporting mode. 

 

FR_PNODE_002:  

While in the user control mode, the P-Node shall receive 

commands from the G-Node for initiating the PoC testing. 

 

FR_PNODE_003: 

 

Figure 1: Basic building blocks 

 

 

Pattern Name Pattern  

Ubiquitous The < System name> shall < system 

response>  

Event-Driven  WHEN <trigger> <optional precondition> 

the <system name > shall <system 
response> 

Unwanted 

Behavior 

IF <unwanted condition or event>, THEN 

the <system name > shall < system 
response> 

State-Driven WHILE <system state>, the <system 

name> shall <system response>  

Optional 
Feature 

WHERE <feature is included>, the 
<system name> shall < system response> 

Complex Combination of all the above 

Table 1: EARS pattern [15] 
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When completed test results are ready for transmitting to the G-

Node, the P-Node shall switch to reporting mode.  

FR_PNODE_004: 

While in reporting mode, the P-Node shall report the test data 

to the P-Node user (via the G-Node) and to the P-Cloud.  

 

B. UCM representation of  P-Node operation requirements 

 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the UCM 

representations of the requirements FR_PNODE_001, 

FR_PNODE_002, FR_PNODE_003 and FR_PNODE_004. 

Path 1 conveys a message to downstream implementation team 

that the P-Node user shall abe able to control the P-Node via 

the G-Node. Path 1 shows the execution path for this use case 

(that the user can control the P-Node ), which is the user 

control mode of the PoC. 

Path 2 represents the reporting mode of the P-Node to the 

P-Cloud. Path 2 conveys the message to the development team 

that the data needs to be sent to the P-Cloud by some 

communication means. Note that Path 2 does not go through 

the G-Node, implying that the P-Node needs to have a 

communication subsystem.  

Path 3 conveys the message that during the reporting mode, 

the P-Node also needs to send data to the user via the G-Node. 

The ‘AND’ UCM artifact [6] in Error! Reference source not 

found.(the vertical line with 2 horizontal lines on one side and 

one horizontal line on the other side) serves as a way of 

enforcing the “and condition” that the report needs to be sent to 

both the user and P-Cloud.  

Path 4 conveys the intent to the developer community or the 

testing community that the P-Node must send the data also via 

the G-Node to the P-Cloud for redundancy.  

 

C. Requirements for P-Node construction and system 

interconnetion 

 

FR_PNODE_005: 

The PoC system shall be designed as a collection of modular 

based subsystems.  

 

Note: Because this to encourage design of mission critical 

system such as PoC as a loosely coupled system [7]. 

 

FR_PNODE_006: 

The PoC subsystems shall interconnect using industry standard 

interface technology. 

 

Note:  the interconnect technology may include the I2C [8] 

interface but is not limited to it. 

 

FR_PNODE_07: 

If there is a fault detected in an isolated systems module, and 

then the PoC shall contain that fault within the individual 

module. 

 

FR_PNODE_008: 

The PoC modularized system shall meet the mandatory system 

design and development process as outlined in the international 

standard for medical device software and software cycle 

processes standard IEC 62304 [7].   

 

FR_PNODE_009:  

The PoC system shall interconnect with a third party system. 

 

Note:  this interconnection can be via an industry standard 

interface like USB or Wi-Fi. 

 

D. Requirements for P-Node fail safe mechnism 

 

FR_PNODE_010: 

The PoC system shall be implemented using multiple, 

independent hardware modules.    

 

Note: The rationale for this requirement is to have a system that 

does not have an SPOF (single point of failure). 

 

E. Requirements for PoC data storage  

 

FR_PNODE_011: 

When the PoC completes a diagnostic test, and the 

communication system is disabled, the PoC shall store the test 

data in local non-volatile memory.  

 

Note:  Local non-volatile memory can include an SD card or a 

Flash drive. 

 

FR_PNODE_012: 

If a communication link failure occurs, then the PoC shall 

identify the source of the failure. 

 

FR_PNODE_013: 

The PoC shall include an agent to monitor communication link 

failures.  

 

FR_PNODE_014 

The P-Node shall encrypt data transmitted to the P-Cloud using 

SSL revision 3.0. 
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Figure 2: Identification of failure pointes 
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The links (Link 1,2,3,4,5 and 61-6) that are shown in Figure 3 

are related to the local data storage when the SD card and 

Ethernet connection are used in the PoC system. The failure 

points (indicated by ground signals as per the UCM notation 

[8])  are marked in the communication links. The ground signal 

is the UCM representation for showing failure points in 

addition to the text-based requirements (FR_PNODE_011 and 

FR_PNODE_012). Both the textual requirements and the UCM 

representation diagram will provide an unambiguous way of 

conveying the intent to the development and testing 

organizations. Also, this modeling paves the way for applying 

the failure mode analysis methodologies applicable to medical 

devices [9][10][11]. 

 

IV. G-NODE REQUIREMENTS 

The G-Node represents the gateway entity that has the 

responsibility for controlling the PoC device and collecting the 

test data from the PoC device.  The G-Node can be a 

smartphone or a computing device such as a PC.  

 

FR_GNODE_001: 

The G-Node shall be subscribed to the PoC test completion 

events for receiving test data from the PoC device. 

 

FR_GNODE_002: 

The G-Node shall encrypt data transmitted to the P-Node using 

SSL revision 3.0. 

 

(Note: a corresponding P-Node requirement has been added 

under P-Node requirments: FR_PNODE_014) 

 

FR_GNODE_003: 

The PoC shall utilize each of the following connectivity 

solutions for communication between the G-Node and the P-

Node: 

 Cellular radio (either 2G, 3G or 4G) 

 Wi-Fi 

 USB 

 
 

Figure 4 represents the G-Node requirements 

FR_GNODE_001, FR_GNODE_002 and FR_GNODE_003 

using UCM notation. The SSL requirement is shown as a static 

stub (UCM terminology for special functionality) at both ends. 

The static stub informs the development team that SSL is 

needed in the G-Node as well as in the P-Node. The use of the 

‘AND’ junction conveys the intent that Wi-Fi, USB, and the 

cellular connectivity are needed simultaneously as described in 

the requirement FR_GNODE_003.  The ‘OR’ junction 

indicates that only one of the technologies among the 2G or 3G 

or 4G are active at a time. Subscription process block shows 

the subscription of test completion event by the G-Node.  

 

The UCM map shown in Figure 4 shows another important 

consideration that the system design must look at the 

coexistence challenges [12] between the 4G and Wi-Fi.  It is 

difficult to miss any implementation of the requirements 

through the UCM representation shown in the diagram.   

V. P-CLOUD REQUIREMENTS 

The data collected from the PoC device is stored in a non-

volatile memory device, such as SD card, first. This data is 

transmitted to Cloud storage (P-Cloud) via the G-Node as 

shown in Figure 1. The following section lists the requirements 

pertaining to the P-Cloud.  

The P-Cloud provides a way of sharing the test data among 

various healthcare organizations. The purpose of the P-Cloud 

can be divided into four domains (PoC test data, PoC 

provisioning data, PoC operational data and PoC test data for 

data mining)([5] section 6). The p-cloud is the storage for the 

raw data and the transformed data from the P-Node. The 

transformed data is needed for data mining analytics as an aid 

to diagnosis. The P-Node to P-Cloud connectivity is 

implemented using M2M communication. Physicians use the 

transformed data for diagnosis. Therefore, the P-Node needs 

two separate access gateways ([5] sections 6.1 and 6.2). 

 

Provisioning data from PoC devices and deployment data of 

the PoC installations need to use the P-Cloud. The access path 

for this kind of use can be managed by a separate access 

gateway [5].  

 

PoC device operational data also needs to use the P-Cloud, 

and it requires another access gateway to the P-Cloud ([5] 

section 6.3).   

 

Based on the above concepts, the following requirements 

are formulated.  

 

FR_PCLOUD_001: 

The P-Node shall provide secure access based on SSL 3.0 

encryption for storing the PoC device provisioning data and the 

PoC system deployment data.  

 

Note:  The connectivity between the P-Node and the P-Cloud 

shall be classified as M2M communication.  

 

FR_PCLOUD_002: 

The P-Cloud shall provide secure access based on SSL 3.0 

encryption for storing the PoC devices operational data.  

 

FR_PCLOUD_003: 

The P-Node shall provide secure access based on SSL 3.0 

encryption for a physician for diagnosing patient data.   

 

FR_PCLOUD_004: 

G-Node
P-Node

USB

Cellular
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3G

4G
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SSL SSL

Subscription

AND
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OR

 

Figure 3: UCM for representing G-Node requirements 
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The P-Cloud shall encrypt data transmitted to the P-Node using 

SSL revision 3.0.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5 shows the UCM representation of the PoC system 

indicating all the P-Clod requirements stated. A similar 

approach is shown in reference [13]. The responsibilities (or 

the functionalities) required within each domain are displayed 

as ‘X’. The diamond indicates the SSL connectivity between all 

the players in the data collection to data storage.  

VI. POC SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

In the following section, security requirements are 

discussed using the technique called MUCM (missed use case 

maps) [14].  The security with respect to the data is elaborated.  

 

FR_PoC_DATA_001: 

Data stored in SD card shall be protected for authorized read 

and write activity.   

 

Figure 6 shows the UCM and the MUCM paths for accessing 

data from and to the SD card. Since the initial data storage is 

the SD card, the data on the SD card must be protected. The 

path P1 in the figure is a normal operation for writing data to 

the SD card during the test. Path P2 shows, reading data from 

the SD card. These are the UCM representation for R/W data 

from/to with respect to the SD card.  

The path P3 shows and an intruder attempts to modify or read 

data on the SD card illegally, by connecting to the PoC System 

from an unauthorized smartphone. The path P4 indicates that 

the misuser (unautherized user ) searches the SD card for the 

data. P5 indicates that misuser’s attempts to read the data. At 

the end, attempting to access the data fails because of the close-

loop nature of the system and the security measures that are in 

place (which is beyond the scope of this paper).  

The above section explains section the use of MUCM for a 

security related use case.   

CONCLUSIONS 

The requirements defects are often the most expensive 

defects because requirements form the basis of so many other 

work products. Correcting defects earlier in the product 

development is very cost effective than attempt to correct them 

during the testing phase.   By the use of the modeling 

techniques such as the UCM and the MUCM, requirements can 

be explained more clearly in addition to textual descriptions. 

The paper shows a novel way of using the Use Case Maps in 

requirements creation. The other type of modeling technique, 

the MUCM is used to explain a security requirement.  

Because of the visual representation of the UCM,  process 

of adopting the UCM to express complex requirements will 

certainly help to visulalize requirements in addition to text 

contents. It will also helo to manage the project in all stages of  

product development; requirement elicitation, analysis and 

validation, creation of product specifications, verification and 

management. An ambiguous requirement can be expressed in 

terms of the UCM visual representation. It is safe to state that if 

a requirement is difficult to express in the UCM, then the 

implementation the requirement will be difficult for the 

downstream development teams.  

The UCM will help to narrow down gaps between the 

design and requirement because of the visual representation. 

Using UCM to express requirements will provide a clear 

traceability between test cases to the requirements. Hence, the 

miscommunication between testing and design teams can be 

minimized. Also a new development project can be managed 

with low risk, because the ambiguity in requirements are less 

with the use of UCM. 

A way of measuring the success of using the UCM for 

expressing the requirements can be done by gathering defects 

containment rates and defects finding rates. 

P-Node G-Node P-Cloud Physician

Collect data
Store data analyze data

Store diagnosis

Collect Test  
data

Patient

Patient access 
results

Initiate PoC test
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SSL
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SSL

SSL
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Figure 4: P-Cloud requirements 

Attempt to get the data (P5)
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Figure 5: MUCM Example 
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